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 Today, five citizen-taxpayers of the State of Arkansas asked an Arkansas Circuit 
Court Judge to prevent further expenditure of funds through the Connecting Arkansas 
Program for the purposes of  
  

(1) Expanding roadways that already have more than four (4) existing lanes 
(2) Expanding existing roadways of four or more lanes to six or more lanes 
 
Plaintiffs contend that such expenditures are a violation of the Amendment 91 of the 

Arkansas State Constitution. In its motion, Plaintiffs argue  
 

“…in virtually all places in Amendment 91 where the words ‘highway,’ 
highway system, ‘highway improvement’ or derivations thereof are used, 
they are in every instance preceded by the words “Four-lane.” That is also 
true of all references to the ‘Four-Lane Highway Construction and 
Improvement General Obligation Bonds’ and to the ‘Arkansas Four-lane 
Highway Construction and Improvement Bond Account.’ In all cases, the 
bonds or bond account are referred to as ‘Four-lane’ bonds or ‘Four-lane 
bond account. There is nothing ambiguous about the word ‘four.’” 

 
 Despite the clear language of Amendment 91, these taxpayer raised funds are 
currently being used for expanding interstate highways that are not four (4) lanes.    
 
 The State is currently using $58 million generated from the sales tax increase for 
expansion of approximately 2.5 mile portion of the existing six-lane Interstate 630 highway 
between Baptist Medical Center entrance/exit to University Avenue to eight or more lanes. 
The State is also proposing to use approximately $448 million generated from the sales tax 
increase to widen an approximately seven (7) mile section of Interstate 30 between the I-
440/I-530/I-30 interchange northward to the intersection of Interstate 40 with U.S. Highway 
167. In such section, I-30 would be widened from its current configuration of six lanes to 
eight or ten lanes or more.  The State’s use of these funds for expansion of roads other 
than those that are state highways of four lanes is beyond the authority granted in 
Amendment 91 and is constitutes a misapplication of public funds. 
 
 To avoid any further harm from the continued spending of these funds, Plaintiffs have 
asked the Court for a temporary order stopping the expenditure of these funds until a hearing 
can be set.   
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About Denton & Zachary:   
 
Denton & Zachary, PLLC is a civil litigation law firm with offices in Conway and Little Rock 
representing individuals and business in civil lawsuits, including claims involving Eminent 
Domain, 18 Wheeler accidents, Highway Construction Accidents, and other civil litigation 
matters. For information about the firm, visit www.dentonandzachary.com.  



IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS 
CIVIL DIVISON 

RICHARD H. MASON, 
SHELLY BUONAUITO,  
MARY WEEKS, VERLON ABRAMS, 
and SARAH B. THOMPSON PLAINTIFFS 

VS.  Case No. 60CV-18-7758 

DICK TRAMMEL, TOM SCHUECK, 
ROBERT S. MOORE, JR., ALEC FARMER, 
AND PHILIP TALDO, Members of the 
Arkansas State Highway Commission;  
SCOTT E. BENNETT, Director,  
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; 
DENNIS MILLIGAN, Treasurer of the 
State of Arkansas; ANDREA LEE, Auditor 
Of the State of Arkansas; LARRY W. WALTHER, 
Director, Arkansas Department of Finance &  
Administration; and ASA HUTCHINSON, 
Governor of the State of Arkansas.          DEFENDANTS 

MOTION FOR INJUNCTION AND PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
PURSUANT TO ARKANSAS RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 65 

Come the Plaintiffs, Richard H. Mason, Shelly Buonauito, Mary Week, Verlon Abrams 

and Sarah B. Thompson, and for their Motion for Injunction and Preliminary Injunctive Relief 

against the Defendants, Dick Trammel, Tom Schueck, Robert S. Moore, Jr., Alec Farmer and 

Philip Taldo, as the duly appointed and currently serving members of the Arkansas State Highway 

Commission; Scott E. Bennett, Director of the Arkansas Department of Transportation; Dennis 

Milligan, Treasurer of the State of Arkansas; Andrea Lee, Auditor of the State of Arkansas; Larry 
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W. Walther, Director of the Arkansas Department of Finance and Administration; and Asa 

Hutchinson, Governor of the State of Arkansas, state: 

1. The Complaint was filed in this case on November 7, 2018, seeking an Order 

prohibiting the Defendants who are state officials responsible for the expenditure of funds from 

the Arkansas Four-Lane Highway Construction and Improvement Bond Account (“the Fund”) 

from expending such funds for the purpose of expanding interstate highways in Arkansas from 

four lanes to more than four lanes. 

2. As of the preparation of this Motion, all Defendants except the Arkansas 

Department of Transportation, Scott Bennett and the Members of the Arkansas State Highway 

Commission have filed a response to this Complaint. Plaintiffs have made multiple attempts of 

service by certified mail and process server.  However, based upon statements attributed to 

representatives of the Defendant Arkansas Department of Transportation (ArDOT) reported in 

news media, the ArDOT are continuing and propose to continue to use substantial amounts of 

money from the Fund for the expansion of interstate highways that are already four lanes or more. 

3. The actions of the Defendants, or any one of them, as described above, if 

implemented, will violate Amendment 91 to the Constitution of the State of Arkansas, and cause 

immediate, substantial and irreparable harm to the Plaintiffs and all other citizens of the State of 

Arkansas whose payment of sales taxes have contributed to the Fund unless the further use of the 

Fund for the expansion of interstate highways in the State of Arkansas be stayed pending 

determination of this matter on the merits.   

4. Plaintiff can show a substantial likelihood of prevailing on the merits on final 

hearing. The Defendants will suffer no harm by delay pending review of this matter on the merits.  

The public interest will be served in the issuance of a preliminary injunction to cease all 
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expenditures from the Fund on projects involving the widening of interstate highways in excess of 

four (4) lanes pending a final hearing in this matter. 

5. Plaintiffs request that the Court expedite the consideration of this Motion by 

scheduling a hearing as soon as possible, and that a hearing on the merits be scheduled as 

expeditiously as possible.   

6. Additionally, Plaintiffs are entitled to a meaningful hearing on the issues.  Any 

delay in issuing an injunction on only damages the Plaintiffs and Arkansas taxpayers.  To avoid in 

prejudice or further injury, Plaintiff’s request that preliminary temporary injunctive relief be issued 

until the time the Court can set a hearing on Plaintiffs’ motion.  Plaintiff has notified all Defendants 

of this motion through their counsel of records and have additionally sent copies of this motion 

and accompanying brief to the Highway Department Defendants who have not answered via 

overnight delivery, facsimile and e-mail.  As such, all Defendants have actual notice of this request. 

7. A Brief in Support of this Motion is submitted simultaneously herewith.

Respectfully submitted,  

By:_______________________________ 
                                                                              DENTON & ZACHARY, PLLC 
                                                                              Joe Denton, Ark. Bar No. 2012167 
                                                                              Justin C. Zachary, Ark. Bar No. 2010162 

      Andrew P. Norwood, Ark. Bar No. 2017107 
                                                                              600 S. German Lane, Suite 101 
                                                                              Conway, Arkansas 70234 
                                                                              Tel: (501) 358-4999 
                                                                              Fax: (501) 358-4737 
                                                                              Email: joe@dentonandzachary.com 

justin@dentonandzachary.com 
andrew@dentonandzachary.com  

Vicki Allbritton
Justin
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, Justin C. Zachary, certify that on this 19th day of December, 2018, I electronically filed 
the foregoing with the Circuit Court Clerk using the Arkansas Judiciary’s eFlex electronic filing 
system, which shall provide electronic notification to the following: 

Vincent P. France 
Assistant Attorney General 
Arkansas Attorney General’s Office 
323 Center Street, Suite 200 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 
Phone: (501) 682-1314 
Fax:  (501) 682-2591 
Email: Vincent.france@arkansasag.gov
Attorney for Andrea Lea, Auditor of the State of Arkansas; 
Dennis Milligan, Treasurer of the State of Arkansas; 
Asa Hutchinson, Governor of the State of Arkansas; and 
Larry Walther, Director of the Arkansas Department of Finance and Administration 

The following have been served via overnight delivery, facsimile and electronic mail: 

Rita S. Looney 
Arkansas Department of Transportation 
10324 Interstate 30 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72209 
Phone: (501) 569-2112 
Fax: (501) 569-2164 
Email: Rita.Looney@ardot.gov
Chief Legal Counsel advising the Arkansas State Highway Commission,  
Arkansas Department of Transportation, and its director Scott Bennett.

_____________________________________ 
Justin C. Zachary 

Vicki Allbritton
Justin
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS 
CIVIL DIVISON 

RICHARD H. MASON, 
SHELLY BUONAUITO,  
MARY WEEKS, VERLON ABRAMS, 
and SARAH B. THOMPSON PLAINTIFFS 

VS.  Case No. 60CV-18-7758 

DICK TRAMMEL, TOM SCHUECK, 
ROBERT S. MOORE, JR., ALEC FARMER, 
AND PHILIP TALDO, Members of the 
Arkansas State Highway Commission;  
SCOTT E. BENNETT, Director,  
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; 
DENNIS MILLIGAN, Treasurer of the 
State of Arkansas; ANDREA LEE, Auditor 
Of the State of Arkansas; LARRY W. WALTHER, 
Director, Arkansas Department of Finance &  
Administration; and ASA HUTCHINSON, 
Governor of the State of Arkansas.          DEFENDANTS 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR INJUNCTION AND 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF PURSUANT TO ARKANSAS RULE OF CIVIL 

PROCEDURE 65 

This case has been brought by the Plaintiffs, Richard H. Mason of El Dorado, Arkansas; 

Shelly Buonauito of Fayetteville, Arkansas; Mary Week of Little Rock, Arkansas; Verlon Abrams 

of Wilburn, Arkansas; and Sarah B. Thompson of Fayetteville, Arkansas, who are citizens and 

taxpayers of the State of Arkansas, to enjoin the expenditure of funds from the Arkansas Four-

Lane Highway Construction and Improvement Bond Account (“the Fund”) for the purposes of  

(1) expanding roadways of more than four (4) lanes and;  
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(2) expanding existing interstate highways of four or more lanes to six or more lanes in 

contravention of Amendment 91 to the Constitution of Arkansas (“Amendment 91”). 

As explained in more detail below, the plain language of Amendment 91 prohibits the use 

of monies from the Fund for these pruposes and the expenditure and proposed expenditure of 

monies from the Fund for such purposes is an illegal exaction and illegal expenditure, in violation 

of Article 16, Section 13 of the Constitution of the State of Arkansas and should be enjoined, and 

the Defendants made to account for such illegal expenditures and exactions.  

Plaintiffs have standing to sue pursuant to Article 16, Section 13 of the Constitution of 

Arkansas (Illegal Exaction), and pursuant to Section 15(b)(1) of Amendment 91 to the Constitution 

of Arkansas.  The Defendants include the members of the Arkansas State Highway Commission, 

the Director of the Arkansas Department of Transportation, the State Treasurer, the State Auditor, 

the Director of the Arkansas Department of Finance and Administration, and the Governor of the 

State of Arkansas, all of whom have duties and responsibilities under Amendment 91 to ensure 

that monies from the Fund are expended in conformity with purposes of Amendment 91.   

The Complaint was filed in this case on November 7, 2018, seeking an Order prohibiting 

the Defendants who are state officials responsible for the expenditure of funds from the Fund from 

expending such funds for the purpose of expanding interstate highways in Arkansas from four 

lanes to more than four lanes. 

Plaintiffs, now have filed a Motion for Preliminary Injunction which this Brief supports. 

The need for a Preliminary Injunction is that the Defendants, acting through the ArDOT, have 

heretofore expended and are continuing to expend monies from the Fund for the expansion of 

interstate highways in excess of four lanes in the State of Arkansas. The amount of money 

expended and proposed by the Defendants to be expended is in excess of One Billion Dollars 
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($1,000,000,000.00).  Based upon Defendants continued actions irreparable harm will result to the 

Plaintiffs and other taxpayers in Arkansas in the absence of the issuance of an injunction in this 

case. 

Factual Background 

On November 6, 2012, the voters of the State of Arkansas approved Amendment No. 91 

to the Constitution of Arkansas, which authorized the State Highway Commission to issue State 

of Arkansas Four-Lane Highway Construction and Improvement General Obligation Bonds  (“The 

Bonds) in a total principal amount of One Billion, Three Hundred Million Dollars 

($1,300,000,000) for the purposes of: 

(i) accelerating four-lane highway improvements in progress or scheduled as 

of January 1, 2011; 

(ii) funding new four-lane highway improvements not in progress or 

scheduled as of January 1, 2011;  

(iii) providing matching funds in connection with federal highway programs for

four-lane highway improvements; and  

(iv) paying the costs of issuance of the Bonds. (Amend. 91, §4) (Emphasis 

added) 

The intent of Amendment 91 is expressed in Section 1 of the Amendment as follows: 

(a) The state has an outdated and inadequate system of highway funding that is unable to 
meet the severe and pressing needs to maintain and improve the state's system of state 
highways, county roads, and city streets; 

(b) Increasing investment in the state highway system, county roads, and city streets will 
create jobs, aid in economic development, improve quality of life, and provide 
additional transportation infrastructure, including specifically, a four-lane highway
construction plan designed to connect all regions of the state; and 
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(c) To provide additional funding for the state's four-lane highway system, county roads, 
and city streets, this amendment levies a temporary sale and use tax and authorizes 
general obligation highway construction and improvement bonds for the state's four-
lane highway system. 

(Emphasis added) 

The term “Four-lane highway improvements” is defined in Section 2(g)(1) and (g)(2) of 

Amendment 91 as: 

(g)(1) “Four-lane highway improvements” means construction of and 
improvements to: 

(A)Four-lane roadways; 

(B) Bridges; 

(C) Tunnels 

(D)Engineering; 

(E) Rights-of-way; and 

(F) Other related capital improvements and facilities appurtenant or pertaining 
thereto, including costs of rights-of-way acquisition and utility 
adjustments.  
(Emphasis added) 

(g)(2) “Four-lane highway improvements” also means the maintenance of four-lane 
highway improvements constructed with proceeds of the bonds. (Emphasis 
added) 

As noted above, the State Highway Commission was authorized by Section 4 of 

Amendment 91 to issue Bonds in a total principal amount of One Billion, Three Hundred Million 

Dollars ($1,300,000,000) for the purposes of:  

(i)  accelerating four-lane highway improvements in progress or scheduled as of 
January 1, 2011;  

(ii)  funding new four-lane highway improvements not in progress or scheduled as of 
January 1, 2011; 
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(iii)  providing matching funds in connection with federal highway programs for four-
lane highway improvements; and  

(iv) paying the costs of issuance of the Bonds. 

(Emphasis added) 

This review of the various provisions of Amendment 91 shows that it is replete with 

references to “Four-lane roadways” and “Four-lane highway improvements.”  Even the Ballot Title 

that was incorporated into the Amendment refers to the “Four-Lane Highway Construction and 

Improvement Bonds.” The term “Four-lane highway improvements” is defined as “Four-lane 

roadways.” In other words, the words “four-lane highways” means a highway consisting of four 

lanes.  The unequivocal significance of the constant reference to four-lane roadways and four-lane 

highway improvements will be discussed herein.

Standard Of Review 

Rule 65 of the Arkansas Rules of Civil Procedure contains the procedures for applying for 

and issuance of temporary restraining orders, preliminary and permanent injunctions, but it does 

not contain the standards that must be met by the applicant for such injunctions.  

However, the case law in Arkansas is well-settled that, in determining whether to issue a 

preliminary injunction pursuant to Rule 65, the trial court must consider two things: (1) whether 

irreparable harm will result in the absence of an injunction or restraining order, and (2) whether 

the moving party has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits. Muntaqim v. Hobbs, 2017 

Ark. 97, 514 S.W.3d 464; Baptist Health v. Murphy, 365 Ark. 115, 226 S.W.3d 800 (2006); AJ & 

K Operating Co., 355 Ark. 510 at 517, 140 S.W.3d at 480 (2004); Three Sisters Petroleum, Inc. v. 

Langley, 348 Ark. 167, 72 S.W.3d 95 (2002); Smith v. American Trucking Ass'n, Inc., 300 Ark. 

594, 781 S.W.2d 3 (1989). The decision to grant or deny an injunction is within the discretion of 

the chancery judge. Id.
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In the following Argument, we will address the two issues of whether irreparable harm will 

result in the absence of an injunction or restraining order, and whether Plaintiffs have demonstrated 

a likelihood of success on the merits. 

Argument

1.      Irreparable Harm Will Result In The Absence of an Injunction 

In making a determination of irreparable harm, the trial court is first charged with 

determining whether another adequate remedy is available to Plaintiffs.  Wilson v. Pulaski Ass'n of 

Classroom Teachers, 330 Ark. 298, 954 S.W.2d 221 (1997).  If money damages were adequate, 

then harm would not be considered  irreparable. Three Sisters Petroleum, Inc., v. Langley, 348 Ark. 

167, 72 S.W.3d 95 (2002).  This is because harm is normally considered irreparable only when it 

cannot be adequately compensated by money damages or redressed in a court of law. Id.  City of 

Jacksonville v. Smith, 2018 Ark. 87, 13, 540 S.W.3d 661, 669 (2018) 

In illegal exaction cases such as these, it is well settled that a taxpayer has the constitutional 

right to enjoin a person from illegally exercising a civil office, and that money damages are 

insufficient. Starnes v. Sadler, 237 Ark. 325, 372 S.W.2d 585 (1963). Where taxpayers face the 

prospect of replenishing the payments illegally paid to an officeholder, Ark. Const. Art. 16 § 13 

affords them the right to enjoin the misapplication of those funds. Mackey v. McDonald, 255 Ark. 

978, 504 S.W.2d 762 (1972).  

Here,  it is indisputable that irreparable harm will result to the Plaintiffs and other taxpayers 

in Arkansas in the absence of the issuance of an injunction in this case. First, Plaintiff and other 

Arkansas taxpayers would bear the burden of replenishing funds impropery expended by 

Defendants if their conduct is allowed to continue.  The construction of or modifications to an 
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interstate highway is a project that requires much planning, design and construction activity, and 

many contractors and subcontractors. Funds required to pay for the planning and design activities 

are expended well before construction begins, and after bids for the project are let, the contractors 

and subcontractors require time and money to mobilize their equipment. As the documents 

provided on ArDOT’s website demonstrate, the majority of funds for each of the projects to widen 

Arkansas’ interstate highways, whether they are four-lane highways or not, come from the 

Connecting Arkansas Program, which, in turn, gets its funds from the Amendment 91 tax. Those 

funds are currently being improperly spent by the ArDOT on planning and design activities, and 

on the actual construction of additional lanes for the interstate highways. Much larger amounts 

will be committed and spent on the projects after contracts for additional planned interstate 

widening projects are let.  Just recently, the Arkansas Supreme Court approved a Circuit Court’s 

issuance of a prelimimary injunction in an illegal exaction case for this very reason.  See City of 

Jacksonville v. Smith, 2018 Ark. 87, 13, 540 S.W.3d 661, 670 (2018) (affirming a circuit’s court’s 

preliminary injunction because taxpayers would bear the burden of replenshining funds improperly 

paid by government entity). 

Notably, the Defendants who have answered this lawsuit have already alleged that Plaintiff 

is without a remedy.1  Defendants are undoudtedly trying to delay Plaintiffs so that all the funds 

involved in this lawsuit can be spent, leaving Arkansas taxpayers without a remedy and this lawsuit 

as moot.  See White v. Arkansas Capital Corp./Diamond State Ventures, 365 Ark. 200, 226 S.W.3d 

825 (2006) (holding that illegal-exacgtion complaint as moot in that by the time the merits of the 

1 For reasons unknown, no highway officials or representative have answered and nor accepted service.  

Plaintiffs are sending this motion and brief via overnight delivery, facsimile and e-mail to the Arkasnas 
Department of Transportation, including chief counsel Rita Looney who has historically represented the 

Department in litigation.   
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case were reached in the funds contained in the grants had already been spent and were no longer 

maintained by the recipients).  

In the absence of an injunction, ArDOT has demonstrated its intent to continue to expend 

monies from the Fund on projects to expand interstate highways in Arkansas to six or more lanes, 

in clear violation of the four-lane restriction of Amendment 91. After construction has commenced, 

ArDOT will claim as a defense that it has invested millions of dollars in getting the project started, 

that it will be required to pay large amounts to the contractors to compensate them for stopping 

work, and that the benefits of an injunction are outweighed by the prejudice to the State.  

At this stage, ArDOT will not be prejudiced on most of the proposed projects by the 

issuance of a preliminary injunction. The only interstate widening project known to Plaintiffs that 

is currently underway is the I-630 Project. The I-30 (“30 Corridor”) project has not yet been bid, 

and the I-30 Saline County Project has been bid but a contract has not yet been let. It would not 

unduly prejudice ArDOT to require it to cease work on the I-630 Project, and to delay further 

development of the other proposed interstate widening projects pending a hearing on this Motion 

or an expedited hearing on the full merits of the case.   

Additionally, Plaintiffs are entitled to a meaningful hearing on the issues.  Any delay in 

issuing an injunction on only damages the Plaintiffs and Arkansas taxpayers.  To avoid prejudice 

or further injury, Plaintiff’s request that preliminary, temporary injunctive relief be issued until the 

time the Court can set a hearing on Plaintiffs’ motion.  Plaintiff has notified all Defendants of this 

motion through their counsel of records and have additionally sent copies of this motion and 

accompanying brief to the Highway Department Defendants who have not answered via overnight 

delivery, facsimile and e-mail.  As such, all Defendants have actual notice of this request pursuant 

to Arkansas Rule of Civil Procedure 65. 
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2.                 Plaintiffs Can Demonstrate a Likelihood of Success On the Merits 

In determining the Plaintiffs’ likelihood of success on the merits, it is important to first 

review the criteria for the Court’s review of the claims made by the Plaintiffs that the actions of 

the Defendants violate Amendment 91, or, in other words, the standard that the Courts use in 

interpreting constitutional provisions. Those standards are well-established and have recently been 

restated by the Arkansas Supreme Court. 

In construing the state Constitution, the Court’s task is to read the provisions as they are 

written, and interpret them in accordance with established principles of constitutional construction. 

State v. Oldner, 361 Ark. 316, 206 S.W.3d 818 (2005). Courts are to give the words in the 

Constitution and its Amendments their plain, ordinary, and common meaning. When the language 

of a provision is plain and unambiguous, each word must be given its obvious and common 

meaning, and neither rules of construction nor rules of interpretation may be used to defeat the 

clear and certain meaning of a constitutional provision. Lake View School Dist. No. 25 of Phillips 

County v. Huckabee, Supreme Court of Arkansas, 351 Ark. 31, 91 S.W.3d 472 (2002); R.N. v. 

J.M., 347 Ark. 203, 61 S.W.3d 149 (2001); Brewer v. Fergus, 348 Ark. 577, 79 S.W.3d 831 (2002); 

Frank v. Barker, 341 Ark. 577, 20 S.W.3d 293 (2000); Worth v. City of Rogers, 341 Ark. 12, 14 

S.W.3d 471 (2000 ); Hoyle v. Faucher, 334 Ark. 529, 975 S.W.2d 843 (1998). Daniel v. Jones,

332 Ark. 489, 966 S.W.2d 226 (1998); Foster v. Jefferson County Quorum Court, 321 Ark. 105, 

108, 321 Ark. 116-A, 901 S.W.2d 809, 810 (1995)). No interpretation is needed and, therefore, no 

aids of interpretation are used. Ragland v. Alpha Aviation, Inc., 285 Ark. 182, 686 S.W.2d 391 

(1985). See also, Ellison v. Oliver, 147 Ark. 252, 227 S.W. 586 (1921). Legislative interpretation 

may be considered, but only if there is doubt or ambiguity. Mears v. Hall, 263 Ark. 827, 569 

S.W.2d 91 (1978). 
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Furthermore, this is a case involving the levying of a sales tax on citizens of and persons 

purchasing goods and services in the State of Arkansas for the specific purpose of funding 

development and maintenance of four-lane highways throughout Arkansas. As such, Arkansas law 

requires that, in construing tax legislation, where there is ambiguity or doubt it must be resolved 

in favor of the taxpayer. Robinson v. Villines, 2009 Ark. 632, 362 S.W.3d 870; Williams v. Wayne 

Farms, LLC, 368 Ark. 93, 243 S.W.3d 316 (2006); Russellville Police Pension & Ret. Bd. v. 

Johnson, 365 Ark. 99, 225 S.W.3d 357 (2006); Leathers v. Active Realty, Inc., 317 Ark. 214, 876 

S.W.2d 583 (1994); Pledger v. The Grapevine, Inc., 302 Ark. 18, 786 S.W.2d 825 (1990). That 

would require a strict reading of the purpose and intent of Amendment 91. 

With these rules of constitutional construction in mind, the Court should next review the 

provisions of Amendment 91 to determine whether there is any ambiguity in those provisions, or 

whether they are, on their face, plain and unambiguous. If the latter, the court is obligated to give 

each word its plain, ordinary, and common meaning, and resort to other rules of construction or 

evidence outside the Amendment itself is unnecessary.  

Amendment 91 Is Clear and Unambiguous 

Despite its length, Amendment 91 is a straightforward and simple document. There are 

twenty-two (22) sections in the Amendment, many of which relate to the levy, collection and 

administration of the one-half cent sales tax, the issuance of the bonds, and other matters. However, 

the portions relative to the merits of this case are written in everyday, simple language without 

much of the “legalese” that is frequently used in such documents. 

It is highly significant that in virtually all places in Amendment 91 where the words 

“highway,” “highway system”, “highway improvement” or derivations thereof are used, they are 

in every instance preceded by the words “Four-lane.” That is also true of all references to the 
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“Four-Lane Highway Construction and Improvement General Obligation Bonds” and to the 

“Arkansas Four-lane Highway Construction and Improvement Bond Account.” In all cases, the 

bonds or bond account are referred to as “Four-lane” bonds or “Four-lane” bond account. There is 

nothing ambiguous about the word “four.” As applied to highways, it means a highway with four 

lanes, with two lanes for traffic in each direction. (Dictionary.com) 

Perhaps the strongest arguments for the strict and literal interpretation of the use of the tax 

revenues to four-lane highways only are found in Section 1(a) and (b) – Intent; Section 2 – 

Definitions; and in Section 4 – Authorization and Purpose.  

Section 1(a) and (b), plainly state that the Amendment’s intent is to :

(a) Increasing investment in the state highway system, county roads, and city streets will 
create jobs, aid in economic development, improve quality of life, and provide 
additional transportation infrastructure, including specifically, a four-lane highway 
construction plan designed to connect all regions of the state; and 

(b) To provide additional funding for the state's four-lane highway system, county roads, 
and city streets, this amendment levies a temporary sales and use tax and authorizes 
general obligation highway construction and improvement bonds for the state's four-
lane highway system. 

      (Emphasis added) 

To make this intent even clearer, Section 2(g)(1) of the Amendment, containing definitions 

of key words, defines “Four-lane highway improvements” to mean “construction of and 

improvements to: (A) Four-lane roadways. Section 2(g)(2) further defines the term “Four-lane 

highway improvements” to also mean “the maintenance of four-lane highway improvements 

constructed with the proceeds of the bonds.”  

Finally, Section 4 – Authorization and Purpose – allows the State Highway Commission 

to issue bonds named “Arkansas Four-Lane Highway Construction and Improvement General 

Obligation Bonds” in the amount of One Billion, Three Hundred Million Dollars for the purpose 

of: 
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(i)  accelerating four-lane highway improvements in progress or scheduled as  
of January 1, 2011;  

(ii)  funding new four-lane highway improvements not in progress or scheduled 
as of January 1, 2011; 

(iii)  providing matching funds in connection with federal highway programs  
for four-lane highway improvements; and  

(iv) paying the costs of issuance of the Bonds. 

Rarely does a constitutional amendment or legislation contain plain and unequivocal 

language that as clearly states the amendment’s or legislation’s intent as do the above-cited 

paragraphs. In every section of the Amendment where highways are mentioned, the modifier of 

“Four-lanes” is used.  

The draftsmanship of this Amendment is not complicated, nor is it in the least bit 

ambiguous or equivocal in its intent that the money raised from this tax be used for four-lane

highways and only four-lane highways to connect all parts of Arkansas. If it had been the intent of 

the Amendment to include highways of more than four lanes, such as six-, eight- or ten-lane 

interstate highways, it would have been a simple matter to have said as much in the Amendment. 

The repeated use of the words “Four-lane” in the description of the type of highways that were to 

be the beneficiaries of the tax money makes clear that it is “the state’s four-lane highway system,” 

and not the interstate highway system, except to the extent that monies from the Fund could be 

used as matching funds in connection for four-lane highway improvements with federal highway 

programs.   See Section 4(a)(3). As noted above, when the language of a provision is plain and 

unambiguous, each word must be given its obvious and common meaning, and neither rules of 

construction nor rules of interpretation may be used to defeat the clear and certain meaning of a 

constitutional provision. 
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Although there is no ambiguity in the wording of Amendment 91, if the Court should 

believe there to be an ambiguity, Arkansas law requires that that ambiguity or doubt must be 

resolved in favor of the taxpayers. Robinson v. Villines, supra; Williams v. Wayne Farms, LLC, 

supra. That would require limiting the use of the Bond Funds to only four-lane highways.  

Violations of Amendment 91 by Defendants 

From the commencement of expenditures of the sales taxes that fund The Arkansas Four-

Lane Highway Construction and Improvement Bond Account, the Defendants have used and 

continue to apply the funds derived from the Bonds on roads and highways contrary to the clear, 

unambiguous intent of Amendment 91.   

Most glaringly, large portions of the funds are being used to improve highways that are not

four-lane highways.  For example, Defendants have used, are currently using, or propose to use 

funds from The Arkansas Four-Lane Highway Construction and Improvement Bond Account 

(“The Bond Account”) generated by sale of the Bonds for the following expansion of interstate 

highways that are not four (4) lanes:  

1. Expansion of an approximately 2.5-mile portion of the existing six-lane Interstate 630 

highway between Baptist Medical Center entrance/exit to University Avenue from six to 

eight lanes. The estimated cost of such widening project is approximately $90 million, 

of which approximately sixty-five (65) percent, or $58 million is to be derived from The 

Bond Account.

2. Proposed expansion of Interstate 30 in Little Rock-North Little Rock between its 

intersection with Interstate 530 on the south and U.S. Highway 67/167 on the north, 

estimated to cost approximately $631.7 million, with sixty-four percent (64%) of said 
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amount to be paid from the Fund. Interstate 30 in this area would be increased from the 

existing six (6) lanes to eight (8) or ten (10) lanes. 

Based on publicly available information collected to date,  the widening of Interstate 630  

and Interstate 30 are the only projects funded by the Connecting Arkansas Program that do not 

involve an exististing or future four-lane highway.  Improving a six-lane highway in no way can 

be construed as an improvement to a four-lane highway.   

Additionally, large portions of such funds have not been used on improving or constructing 

four-lane highways, but have been used on expanding and widening the Interstate Highway system 

in Arkansas from their existing four-lanes to larger roadways.  These acts include:

1. Expansion of Interstate Highway 40 in Pulaski County (Job CA0609 – Highway 365 – 

Interstate 40), to widen approximately 5.5 miles of Interstate 40 extending from the 

Interstate 430/Interstate 40 interchange to Highway 365 in Pulaski County at a cost of 

$38.4 million to allow expansion of a four-lane I-40 to six lanes.

2. The proposed expansion of Interstate 30 in Saline County from Sevier Street to the U.S. 

70 interchange, to be expanded from four lanes to six. Bids have just been opened by 

ArDOT for this project, and the lowest bid was $187.3 million, which will be the largest 

bid that ArDOT has ever awarded, according to an article in the December 7, 2018 

edition of the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. See Exhibit No. 1 attached. That record will 

be short-lived if the I-30 project in Little Rock, costing in excess of $600 million, is 

awarded. 

3. Expansion of I-49 (formerly I-540) in Washington/Benton County between Fayetteville 

and Bentonville to six-lanes.  
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These acts do not improve four-lane highways, but in essence change the character of the 

highway itself, to where these acts are not improvements of a four-lane highway, but create a new 

six-lane highway.  Such acts are clearly outside the language of Amendment 91, as the amendment 

is only meant for the construction of “four-lane” roads and highways. 

The ArDOT has named the program by which it expends the Amendment 91 tax monies 

from the Fund as the “Connecting Arkansas Program,” or “CAP.” Attached to this Brief as Exhibit 

No. 2 is an excerpt from the ArDOT’s internet website for the CAP program that contains 

ArDOT’s “Overview” of the CAP. Exhibit 2 explicitly refers to Amendment 91 as the impetus and 

source of funding for the CAP. 

Exhibit No. 3 to this Brief is another except from ArDOT’s internet website that describes 

the “Projects” proposed to be undertaken by ArDOT with funding from the Fund created by the 

sales tax authorized by Amendment 91, and lists three interstate highway projects in Pulaski 

County, one in Saline County, and four in Washington/Benton Counties. All of those interstate 

expansion projects listed increased or would increase the size of each interstate highway involved 

from four lanes to six lanes or more.  

Exhibit No. 4 to this Brief is a clipping of an article that appeared in the Arkansas 

Democrat-Gazette on Thursday, October 4, 2018, relative to the submission by ArDOT of a draft 

Environmental Assessment (EA), public comments thereon, and ArDOT’s response to those 

comments to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for approval to issue a final EA, and 

ArDOT’s plan to commence construction on the Interstate 30 widening project “in the second half 

of 2019.” However, a proposal for hiring of contractors to complete the design for the project will 

be submitted to the Arkansas Highway Commission at its January 9, 2019 meeting. All of these 

activities involve monies from the Fund.  
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Attached to this Brief as Exhibit No. 5 is an excerpt from the internet website of ArDOT 

regarding “Funding Sources” for the Interstate 30 widening project, also known as “30 Crossing.” 

That exhibit shows that sixty-four percent (64%) of the funding for the Interstate 30 widening 

project will be derived from the Connecting Arkansas Program (CAP), the monies for which are 

derived, in turn, from the Fund, which, in turn, is derived from the one-half cent sales tax assessed 

by Amendment 91.   

Based upon the information described above, it is indisputable that monies from the one-

half cent sales tax assessed by Amendment 91 are being deposited in the Fund, and then being 

withdrawn from the Fund for payment of expenses of widening portions of the interstate highways 

in Arkansas from four lanes to more than four lanes, and in the case of the proposed widening of 

I-30, up to ten lanes. Such expenditures are in violation of the plain and unambiguous language of 

Amendment 91, and should be enjoined. 

CONCLUSION 

The Court should enter a declaratory judgment that the use of funds from The Arkansas 

Four-Lane Highway Construction and Improvement General Obligation Bond Account are not to 

be used for construction, improvements, modifications or maintenance of roads greater than four 

lanes and should not be used to expand four-lane highways to greater than four-lanes.   

Additionally, since Plaintiffs are suffering irreparable harm, Plaintiffs request that 

preliminary temporary injunctive relief be issued until the time the Court can set a hearing on 

Plaintiffs’ motion.   
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Respectfully submitted,  

By:_______________________________ 
                                                                              DENTON & ZACHARY, PLLC 
                                                                              Joe Denton, Ark. Bar No. 2012167 
                                                                              Justin C. Zachary, Ark. Bar No. 2010162 

      Andrew P. Norwood, Ark. Bar No. 2017107 
                                                                              600 S. German Lane, Suite 101 
                                                                              Conway, Arkansas 70234 
                                                                              Tel: (501) 358-4999 
                                                                              Fax: (501) 358-4737 
                                                                              Email: joe@dentonandzachary.com 

justin@dentonandzachary.com 
andrew@dentonandzachary.com  

Vicki Allbritton
Justin
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]X!KN!K^RU]'

BJ[]!XO!]QN!JYY[X_JU!Y[XLN\\!R\!J!ONMN[JU![N_RN`!XO!]QN!MNYJ[]VNW]$\

[N\YXW\N\!]X!LXVVNW]\!OX[!JWM!JPJRW\]!]QN!Y[XSNL]!]QJ]!LJVN!RW!M^[RWP

JWM!OXUUX`RWP!J!Y^KURL!VNN]RWP!RW!=^Ub%!WNJ[Ub!]Q[NN!VXW]Q\!JPX'!?X[N

]QJW!,.)!LXVVNW]\!`N[N!\^KVR]]NM%!JLLX[MRWP!]X!]QN!MNYJ[]VNW]'

EQN!8NMN[JU!;RPQ`Jb!3MVRWR\][J]RXW!`JW]NM!]X![N_RN`!]QN!MNYJ[]VNW]

[N\YXW\N\!KNOX[N!LXW\RMN[RWP!]QN!NW_R[XWVNW]JU!J\\N\\VNW]%!4[X`WRWP

\JRM'

"EQNb!\NW]!KJLT!\XVN!LXVVNW]\!XW!X^[!LXVVNW]\!JWM!\X!`N$[N![N\XU_RWP

]QX\N!WX`%"!QN!\JRM'!"DX!RW!]QN!WNa]!LX^YUN!XO!`NNT\!`N$[N!PXRWP!]X!]X

\^KVR]!]QN!NW_R[XWVNW]JU!J\\N\\VNW]!]X!]QNV!XOgLRJUUb'"

AWLN!]QN!NW_R[XWVNW]JU!J\\N\\VNW]!R\!\^KVR]]NM%!]QN!ONMN[JU!JPNWLb!`RUU

LXW\RMN[!`QN]QN[!J!VX[N!RW]NW\R_N![N_RN`%!LJUUNM!JW!NW_R[XWVNW]JU

RVYJL]!\]J]NVNW]%!R\!`J[[JW]NM!OX[!]QN!Y[XSNL]%!4[X`WRWP!\JRM'

"<]!R\!\]RUU!PXRWP!]X!KN!JW!NW_R[XWVNW]JU!J\\N\\VNW]!J]!]QR\!YXRW]%"!QN!\JRM'

36G7CE<D7?7@E

9!8A*B69!

!!
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!"#!$#!%&'!!()$'*+,-.-/'0//1203'45,5'6/78907/'90';<)=5>+'869?/@-'-9'A21/0'BC)='20'D2--E/'F9@G&'H96-I'D2--E/'F9@G

J.3/'P'9K'$I--87L##AAA5.6G.07.790E20/5@9M#0/A7#"=!%#9@-#=N#7-.-/C0//1203COC7C6/78907/C90C2C)=C869?#

&/67?!,319;2 ("$#!0;6243!7/83<!=9

179<3!.5>;<2/?

KN]`NNW!7J\]!8X^[]Q!D][NN]!JWM!<W]N[\]J]N!/,)!JWM!\XVN!LQJWPN\!`RUU!KN

VJMN!]X!>R]]UN!CXLT!\][NN]\%!RWLU^MRWP!`RMNWRWP!7J\]!DNLXWM!D][NN]!]X!OX^[

UJWN\!JWM![N&\][RYRWP!7J\]!8X^[]Q!]X!]Q[NN!UJWN\'

4[X`WRWP!\JRM!QN!QXYN\!]X!QJ_N!J![NLXVVNWMJ]RXW!XW!]QN!]NJV!]QJ]!`RUU

LXVYUN]N!]QN!MN\RPW!JWM!K^RUM!]QN!Y[XSNL]!RW!]RVN!OX[!]QN!3[TJW\J\

;RPQ`Jb!5XVVR\\RXW!]X!LXW\RMN[!J]!R]\!=JW'!2!VNN]RWP'

E[JW\YX[]J]RXW!MNYJ[]VNW]!\]JOO!QJ\!KNNW!`X[TRWP!`R]Q!]Q[NN!YX]NW]RJU

]NJV\!XW!]QNR[![NZ^N\]\!OX[!Y[XYX\JU\'!AWLN!]QN!]NJV!R\!YRLTNM%!]QN

MNYJ[]VNW]!`RUU!QJ_N!^Y!]X!\Ra!VXW]Q\!]X![NgWN!]QN!gWJU!JP[NNVNW]!]X

NW\^[N!JUU!]QN!NW_R[XWVNW]JU!LXVVR]VNW]\!JWM!LXVVR]VNW]\!]X!]QN

LR]RN\!XO!>R]]UN!CXLT!JWM!@X[]Q!>R]]UN!CXLT!J[N!RWLX[YX[J]NM!RW]X!]QN

JP[NNVNW]%!4[X`WRWP!\JRM'

"HN$_N!JUUX]]NM!^Y!]X!\Ra!VXW]Q\!]X!MX!]QJ]%"!QN!\JRM'!"HN!MXW$]!]QRWT!R]

`RUU!]JTN!]QJ]!UXWP'!IX^$[N!WX]!PXRWP!]X!\NN!VJSX[!LQJWPN\%!S^\]![NgWN!R]

`X[TRWP!`R]Q!]QJ]!XWN!]NJV!]QJ]!R\!\NUNL]NM'!EQJ]!S^\]!\RVYURgN\!]QN

Y[XLN\\!RW!VJTRWP!\^[N!JUU!LXVVR]VNW]\!J[N!RWLX[YX[J]NM!RW]X!]QN

Y[XSNL]'"

2<GEC!CB!('&'+&)'(.

4E>BG!0<7;@>B</!5G7G<!B<<;>B=!6%5%!E<FDCBF<!CB!",*'%-2!DEC?<9G!GC!H>;<B!1$*'

EXYRL\

'2<<4/!(7-3%!#93,6;,;!(2=/9%!+")"%!#93,6;,;!&201>,?!$7552;;276%!*9,6;879<,<276!%/8,9<5/6<

@+A$.+#(B,./1A+'

C*"3'",(D"3.+3.
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YRMJSVQ"GSZIV"TEKI"

"

GSYVX>" "cccccccccccccc"GSYVX"SJ"cccccccccccccccccccccc"GSYRX]"

"

Hsgoix1Gewi"Ryqfiv>""cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc"

"

""

GEWI"REQI>"

TPEMRXMJJ1"

TIXMXMSRIV>""

HIJIRHERX1"

VIWTSRHIRX>"""

"

XMXPI"SJ"TPIEHMRK"SV""HSGYQIRX"FIMRK"JMPIH"

""

"

"

"

"

"

:

CIRCUIT                                                PULASKI

60CV-18-7758

RICHARD H. MASON, ET AL. vs. DICK TRAMMELL, ET. AL.

RICHARD H. MASON, ET AL.

DICK TRAMMELL, ET AL.

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR INJUNCTION AND

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF PURSUANT TO ARKANSAS RULE OF

CIVIL PROCEDURE 65

5
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